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We discuss on the worldwide famous Sudoku puzzule by using mathematical

approach. In this paper we discuss on some basic techniques in Sudoku.

1. Mathematical definition of Sudoku.

We use the following notations: For a set K, \K\ denotes the cardinal number

of K. In this paper we use almost all finite sets. So we can say, \K\ means the

number of elements in K. When K is an infinite set, we denote it by \K\ = oo.

We use the set/ = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} and Jx= J2= J3= J. For each i0e/i and j0^J2y

thesetscol(i0) = {(i0ij):j^J2}c:J1xJ2 and row(j0) = {(i,jQ):isEjl} ajlxj2 arecalled

by the f0—th column and the j^—th row of /iX/2, respectively. And we define

nine 3x3 blocks in Jx x J2 as follows: We use the sets A = {1,2,3}, B = {4,5,6}, C

= {7tSy9}c:J ^ndblk(l) = Ax Afblk(2) = AxB1blk(3) = AxCfblk(4:) = BxAfblk(5)

= BxBy blk{6) = BxC, blk{7) = CxA, blk(8) = CxBand blk(9) = CxC, respectively.

Sometimes we say, columns and rows are also column blocks and row blocks,

respectively. We define the following sets: rOW={row(i):i^Jl}f cOL
= {col(j):j^J2}ybLK={blk(k):k^J}^ndBLK = rOW\JcOLUbLK.

We define SUDOKU as maps. A map/:/^./^—>/3 is a sudoku map provided
that it satifies the following condition:

(SDM) f | b:b-*Jz is bijective for each b^BLK.
Here, f\ b is the restriction map of /to the subset ha /iX/2.

Let L0be a subset of Jx x /2, and f^L^Jz be a map. We say, /0 is a sudoku

problem map. A map f:Jx x J2-+J3 is a sudoku solution map of /0 provided that
it satisfies the following condition:

(SOL) f is a sudoku map with f \ L0 = /0.

We define the set SOL(/0)= {/:/ is a sudoku solution map of /0}. In general, /0
has many sudoku solution maps.

We define the set POW(J3) = {K:Kc:J3}, that is, it consists of all subsets of/3.
Let K = (Ka)aGjiXj2 be a 9x9 matrix with Ka^POW(J3) for each ae/jX^. Let

K/ = (K'a)a€EjiXj2 be another 9x9 matrix with K'a(=POW(J3) for each ae/j x /2.

We say, K' is smaller than K, in notation K'<LKy provided that K''aczKa for
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each ore/jX/2. Alsowedefine matrices/fU/r=(Sa)aGE/iX/2 and/fn/T
= (Ta)aej1xj2 suchthatSa= KaUK'aandTa = KanK'aforeacha<=J1xJ2. By the
same way we can define union and intersection of many 9x9 matrices and we
can use the ususal rules in the set theory for 9x 9 matrices. In this paper,
matrices are these9x9 matrices. Let K=(Ka)a€EjiXj2 be a singleton matrix
provided that \Ka\ = 1 for each ae^ x /2.

Let/eSOL(/0). Wesay, a 9x9 matrix K= (Ka)a€=JlXj2 isa sudoku matrix

associated with (/,/0) provided that it satisfies the following condition:
(SMTX) f(a)<=Kafor eacha<EjxxJ2.

We denote STMX(f,fQ) = [K\K is a sudoku matrixassociated with (/,/o)} and
STMX(fo)= n{STMX(f,f0):f*ESOL(f0)}. Each matrix KzeSTMX(/0) is called as
a sudoku matrix associated with /0.

We can easily show the followings by definitions:
Proposition 1. Let K and Kf be 9 X 9 matrices.

(a) UK, K'€=STMX(fJQ), then KnK's=STMX(f,f0).
(b) If K<K' and KeSTMX(f,f0), then K'eSTMX(f,f0).
(c) If K, K's=STMX(f0), then KnK'<=STMX(f0).
(d) If K<,K' and KtESTMX(f0), then K'eSTMX(f0).

For a sudoku problem map f^L^Jz, we define the sudoku matrix Ker(f0)
= {Ker(f0)a)a(EjiXh such that Ker(f)a = {fQ(a)} for each a<=L0 and Ker(f0)a = J3 for

eachae/iX/2 —L0. Similarly, for a sudoku solution map/of/0, we define the

sudoku matrix Ker(f)= {Ker(f)a}a(EjiXj2 such that Ker(f)a = {/(«)} for eachae/!

X/2.

We can easily show the following by definitions.

Proposition 2. Let f<=SOL(f0) and KeSTMX(fJ0).
(a) Ker(f0)eSTMX(f0).
(b) A>r(/)f Ker(f0)<ESTMX(f,f0) and Ker(f)<Ker(f0).
(c) K = Ker{f) if and only if if is a singleton matrix.

Now, we make a mathematical sudoku game as follows: Let f0:LQ-*Jz be a

sudoku problem map. We assume that /0 has a solution sudoku map

/:/i X J2-^Jz- Our approach is to make a decreasing finite sequence

(*) K0-*K^K2-^ -^Km

of sudoku matrices in STMX(f0) or in STMX(f,f0) such that
(**) K0= Ker(f0) and /Tw is a singleton sudoku matrix.

In this case, since Km is a singleton sudoku matrix, by Proposition 2 we have Km

= Ker(f)t that is, we take a solution map /. We say, this sequence is a solution
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sequence by sudoku matrices of /0, or of (/,/<>)•

2. Naked self-filled sets.

We need some theorems, which give guarantees to make decreasing sudoku
matrices. Let K=(Ka)a(EjlXj2 be a matrix. For each setWaJxxJ2, we define
Kw=\J{Ka:aeW\. Let0<«^9 and s={a1,a2,...,an}aJ1xJ2.Wes2iy that 5isa
naked n-self-filled set of # provided that it satisfies the following condition:

(nNSF) |/JTs| = |/iraiU/ir.2U...U/ir„J=|5| = if .

Proposition 3. Let K= (Ka)a^JiXj2 ^STMX(fyf0) and b^BLK. If 5isa naked

n —self— filled set of K and 5c by then we have the followings:
(a) f(s) = K5<mdf(b-s) = J3-Ksy

(b)/| s:s-+Ks and/ | b—s:b —s->/3 —Ks arebijective.
Proof. By the condition (SDM) we have

(1) / I b:b->J3 is bijective.
Since sab, we have that

(2) b = s\J(b-s) and sf)(b-s) = <f>.
By (1)and (2), we have that

(3) /3 = /(6) = /(5)U/(ft-5)and/(5)n/(5-ft) = ^.
By (3) we have

(4)/(6-5) = /3-/(5).

Let s = {alfa2,...,aH}. By the condition (SMTX), we have
(5) f{at)^Ka. for each i, l<>i<n.

By (5) we have

(6) /UH/K),/^^ .

By (6)

(7) \AsH£\K,\.
By(l), we have

(8) |/(5)| = \s\ = n.

Since 5is a naked w-self-filled set ofK, by the condition (nNSF)
(9) |jrf|=|s| = n.

By(6),(7),(8),(9)wehave
(10) As) = Ks.

By (4) and (10) we have
(11) Ab-s) = Jz-Ks.

By (10),(11) we have (a). Also by (1) and(a), we have (b). This completes theproof
of Proposition 3.

Proposition 4. Let JC =(iTa)ae/lX/l, JT' =(jra)a6/lX/l <eSTMX(/J0) and
sab(=BLK. Ifsisa naked n- self- filled set of K and K'<,K, then 5 is also a
naked n-self-filled set of K' and K'S=:KS.

Proof. Let s = {aua2,...,an}. Since/T^if and these satisfy the condition
(SMTX), we have
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